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A team based in the School of Physical Sciences has been working to develop and validate a free-text response question format
for use in measuring student conceptual understanding. Concept inventories are popular tools in the physics education
community for quantifying learning gain and guiding instructional approaches. However there have been concerns around the
multiple choice questions they typically use in terms of gender bias. In this work, we seek to evaluate whether our new question
type provides a fairer alternative.

1) What’s the gender gap when the questions are free
text?
The initial phase of work on this research question will be analysis of a free-text
response inventory covering concepts in Newtonian mechanics at both question
level and instrument level for differences in performance by gender. A smaller,
parallel project will be to analyse the same data for a second inventory that covers
concepts in general relativity.
The second phase of the project will be to evaluate this data for statistically
significant trends and report on the findings.

The free-text response Newtonian
mechanics inventory during testing.

Background
Our previous work (right and
below) has looked into whether
different questions types, such
as multiple choice, or those
involving the interpretation of
particular types of diagrams
show evidence of systematic
gender bias.

2) Can we adapt the validated Newtonian mechanics free-text response inventory
for wide dissemination?
The current test version of the inventory is housed within the OU Moodle, behind our authentication system, which
has made it difficult for users from other institutions to interact with. As we reach the goal of a validated instrument,
not only do we seek to make it readily available to our own students, but we will also prepare a version that can be
readily used within a standard Moodle installation. The adaptation will allow us to promote uptake by other HEIs
following publication of the validated instrument, and so increase the impact of the work.

